
‘Don’t’ is the short form of ‘do not’. 

T ip

Remember to use ‘-self’ for a singular object and ‘-selves’ for plural.
The cat catches the mouse by themselves. 
The cat catches the mouse by itself. 

T ip

Do not use the personal pronoun and the relative pronoun together.
The children who are flying kites they are my cousins.   
The children who are flying kites are my cousins.    

T ip

Grammar Checkpoint 1 Date: 

12 13

A  Circle the correct words in the brackets.

 Chloe is a ( loud / noisy / quiet ) girl. She does not talk much.

 I like dolphins. I think watching a dolphin show is ( interestinger / 

 more boring / more interesting ) than watching a film.

 David: Can you guess which toy is the a  ( cheapest / most cheap / 

  most expensive ), the board game, the robot or the toy plane?

 Sarah: Hmm … the toy plane?

 David:  No, it’s the board game. It costs $250. The toy plane costs $180 and 
the robot costs $120 only.

 Sarah: I see. So the toy plane is b  ( cheaper / more cheap / more expensive ) 

   than the robot, but it’s c  ( cheaper / more cheap / more expensive ) 
than the board game.

B  Complete the sentences with ‘always’, ‘never’, ‘often’ or ‘sometimes’.

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
1

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

2
✓

3

4
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

5
✓ ✓

 Zoe .

 Zoe .

 Zoe .

 Zoe .

 Zoe .

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

C  Read the report. Complete the sentences. Circle the correct words in the brackets.

hard-working kind punctual talkative tidy

eat pizza

go cycling

go swimming

play basketball

read storybooks

 Henry is a   Nora.

 Ava is b  .

 Ava is c  ( always / often / never ) late for school.

 Nora is a   Ava.

 Henry is b  .

 Henry c  ( always / sometimes / never ) talks in class.

 Henry is a   Ava.

 Nora is b  .

 Nora c  ( always / sometimes / never ) hands in her homework on time.

 Henry is a   Nora.

 Ava is b  .

 Ava c  ( always / sometimes / never ) helps other people.

 Ava is a   Henry.

 Nora is b  .

 Nora c  ( always / sometimes / never ) leaves rubbish on the floor.

1

2

3

4

5

Conduct report of Group A

Ava Henry Nora

1  Go to school on time A B+ C

2  Keep quiet in class A- C+ B

3  Hand in homework on time B- B+ A

4  Help others A A- B+

5  Keep the school clean B C+ A

2

3

Unit 1   Capital letters and punctuation
• We use a capital letter at the beginning of a sentence. e.g. Nice to meet you.

• We use a capital letter for the pronoun ‘I’.
 e.g. Alex and I are classmates.
• We use a capital letter for proper nouns.
 e.g. Mary and Ben are good friends.
  Oxford Primary School is big.
• We use a capital letter for titles.
 e.g. My class teacher is Miss Lau.
  Our principal is Mr Wong.
• We can use ‘Mum’, ‘Dad’, ‘Grandpa’, ‘Grandma’, ‘Uncle’ and ‘Aunt’ as proper nouns. These nouns always begin with capital letters.
 e.g. Can you help me, Mum?
  Dad is in the kitchen.
  I watch TV with Grandpa and Grandma.
  Aunt Jenny and Uncle Tom live in the UK.

Revision notes

• We use a full stop (.) at the end of a sentence.
 e.g. This is my mother.

• We use a comma (,) in a list. 
 e.g. I have a book, a pencil case and a school bag. 
• We use a comma (,) after ‘yes’ and ‘no’. 
 e.g. Ken: Is it sunny?
  Helen: Yes, it is./No, it is not. 
• We use a comma (,) before or after a name in a 

conversation. 
 e.g. Lucy: Good morning, Tina.
  Tina: Hi, Lucy.

• We use a comma (,) before ‘please’ and ‘thank you’.  e.g. Close the door, please.
  Tom: Do you need some water?
  John: No, thank you.

• We use a question mark (?) at the end of a question.  e.g. Is it your bag?
  How are you?

• We use an exclamation mark (!) to show strong feelings.  e.g. What a lovely cat!
  No! You cannot sit here!
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Game 1
Colour the capital letters.

53

Game 2
What do the children have? Fill in the blanks with the children’s names.

  
Alex  has a school bag.

1

  Ryan  has a pencil case.2

  
Julia  has a pen.

3

Ryan
Alex Julia

Can you decode the secret message?

ul droc oW ah
?k el io oy u 

t 
7 1 10 1 3 3 3 2 2 10 5 2 5 8 2 3 2 5 5

3Game

h ypa p
1 2 3 4 5

1
2

3

t dri e
1 2 3 4 5

mw nao
7 8 9 10 11

p clo ei
1 2 3 4 5 6

4
5

6

d oco rt
1 2 3 4 5 6

n eru s
1 2 3 4 5

s oh p
1 2 3 4

k eee rp
5 6 7 8 9 10
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Carefully graded exercises with engaging and 
colourful illustrations introducing grammar usage

Checkpoints and tests consolidating students’ 
grammar knowledge

Explanatory grammar 
videos in QR codes 
demonstrating major 
grammar rules

Tip boxes highlighting useful tips and 
pinpointing common errors

Grammar Revision Handbooks 
summarizing important rules 
and common errors for easy 
reference and effective revision

Motivating games arousing 
students’ interest (P1–3)

Video

Video

Grammar Checkpoint

Final Test
Date: 

Marks: /114

48 49

C  Rewrite the sentences using the words in the brackets. (8 marks)

1  Ellen lives in Ma On Shan. Lucy lives in Ma On Shan too.

 (both … and …) 

2  Daniel is not hungry. He is not thirsty either.

 (or) 

3  Candy likes playing computer games and board games.

 (too) 

 
4  Alvin is not watching TV or listening to music.

 (either) 

 

D  Complete the conversation using the words in the box. (18 marks)

A  Write the correct letters in the boxes. (16 marks)

   What could you do when you were 
four years old?

 a   It’s twenty-three dollars 
and seventy cents.

   Was there a bridge five years ago?  b   English is the most 
popular subject.

   Do you always play tennis with 
your friends on Sunday?

 c   No, there wasn’t. 

   How much is a packet of  
chocolate biscuits? 

 
 

d   Because nobody could get 
on the train. There was  
an accident.

   Why was everybody late  
this morning?

 e   I could sing simple songs. 

   What is the most popular subject in 
your class?

 f   No, I never play tennis  
on Sunday.

   Tim does not like crocodiles  
or sharks.

 g   I can make the bed  
by myself.

   What can you do by yourself?  h   Liam does not like 
crocodiles or sharks either.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

B  Look at the table. Circle the correct words in the brackets. (12 marks)

Oliver: Wow! You almost got full marks in the Maths  
test, Layla. You’re the 1  ( most smart / smarter /  
smartest ) student in our class.

Layla: Thank you, Oliver. There are a lot of smart students  
in our class. Emily and Jayden did well in the test  
2  ( either / too ).

Oliver: I hope I can do 3  ( better / gooder / more good )  
next time. I got 84 marks only. Can you help me  
with my revision?

Layla: Sure! Let’s work hard together. I also need to be 4  ( carefuler /  
more careful ) next time. I lost two marks because I made a careless 
mistake in the test.

Oliver: 5  ( How / Why ) do you like Maths so much, Layla?

Layla: Because I like numbers. I think numbers are the 6  ( interestingest /  
most interesting ) thing in the world.

always different how the same what

both either sometimes too which

(Mia and her friend Kylie are in a sports shop.)

Mia: Kylie, do you know where they put the footballs? I need to buy a new one. 
Oh, they are on the shelf over there! Let’s go.

Kylie: OK! 1   often do you play football, Mia?

Mia: I play it four times a week. 2   I play it with my 

 friends. 3   I play it with my cousins.

Kylie: I see. Oh, there are 4   colours for you to choose. 
What colour do you like?

Mia: Blue is nice. Red is nice 5  . I can’t decide. What do 

 you think, Kylie? 6   is better, blue or red?

Kylie: I think 7   blue and red are great, but a blue 
football can match your blue jersey.

Mia: That’s true.

Kylie: 8   much is the blue football? Is it more expensive 
than the red one?

Mia: No, they have 9   price.

Students
Layla
Emily

Jayden
Mia

Oliver

Marks
98
92
91
85
84

Test
Date: 

22 23

Marks: /1001

B  Circle the correct words in the brackets. (12 marks)

 Julian: What do we need to buy?

 Anna:  We need two a  ( loaf / loafs / loaves ) of bread and a b  ( bar / jar / 
packet ) of jam.

 Julian:  c  ( What / Where / Which ) would you like, strawberry jam or  
grape jam?

 Anna:  I’d like strawberry jam. It is d  ( more tasty / tasty / tastier ) than 
grape jam.

 Joey:  Do you know what is the a  ( most popular / popular / popularest ) 
sport in the world?

 Henry: Hmm … is it basketball?

 Joey: No, it’s football.

 Henry: Oh, but I like playing basketball. I think it’s b  ( interesting / 

  interestinger / more interesting ) than football.

C  Put the words in the correct order. (4 marks)

  mouse    than    .    a    bigger    A    is    pig 

 

  toy    shop    much    is    ?    the    most    How    expensive    this    in 

 

1

2

1

2

  Who is the tallest boy in your class? a  I’d like noodles.

  How many packets of nuts are there? b   No, it’s cool.

  What would you like?  c   There are three 
packets of nuts.

  Which would you like, rice or noodles? d  I’d like a cup of tea.

  Is it warm today?  e   It’s eighteen dollars 
and fifty cents.

  How much is a tin of tuna? f  Jamie is the tallest.

1

2

3

4

5

6

A  Write the correct letters in the boxes. (12 marks) D  Circle the mistakes and write the correct words in the blanks. (6 marks)

1   I don’t know how to swim. I always go to the 
swimming pool alone.

1   

2   Lily bought a carton of grapes from the  
supermarket yesterday.

2   

3   The pillow is soft. The floor is softer. 3   

E   Read the profiles. Complete the sentences using the correct forms of the adjectives.  
(20 marks)

Age:   2 years old

Weight: 10 kg

Length: 65 cm

Max

Age:   7 years old

Weight: 6 kg

Length: 70 cm

Coco

Age: 40 years old

Weight: 3000 kg

Length: 600 cm

Elton

 Coco is a   (old/young) Elton. Elton is 

 b   (old/young).

 Max is a   (heavy/light) Coco. Coco is 

 b   (heavy/light) Elton. Elton is 

 c   (heavy/light).

 Coco’s body is a   (long/short) Max’s, but it is 

 b   (long/short) Elton’s. Elton has 

 c   (long/short) body.

 Kelly:  Which animal do you think is a   (adorable), 
Max, Coco or Elton?

 David:  I think Max is b   (cute) Coco and Elton. I like 
him best!

1

2

3

4

Unit

Singular and plural nouns (1)10

28

Learning target   using singular and plural nouns to talk about things for school

 A Look at the pictures. Fill in the blanks with the plural form of the words.

 book  pencil 

 ruler  pen 

 pencil case  school bag 

1 2

3 4

5 6

I am a banana.  
They are watermelons.

Unit 14 Simple present tense (2)

38

Learning target   using the simple present tense to talk about job duties

A  Circle the correct words in the brackets.

 Lily’s dad a  ( am / are / is ) a waiter. He b  ( serve / 

servees / serves ) food and drinks to people.

2 Doctors and nurses ( help / helpes / helps ) sick people.

3 Henry: What a  ( am / are / is ) Mrs Cheung’s job?

Emma:  She b  ( am / are /  is ) a policewoman. She c  ( catch / catches / 
catchs ) bad people.

4 Luke: What a  ( am / are /  is ) your brother’s job?

Audrey:  He b  ( am / are / is ) a postman. He c  ( take / takees / takes ) 
letters to people.

5 James: What a  ( am / are / is ) your job?

Layla:  I b  ( am / are / is ) a nurse. I c  ( help / helpes / helps ) 
sick people.

1

Mr Leung is a vet. He helps sick animals.

We add ‘s’ or 
‘es’ to the verb 
after a singular 
subject.

T ip
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Unit

Can …?13

36

A  Circle the correct words in the brackets.

1  Mr Chan: Can you speak English?

 Miss Lee: Yes, I ( can / can’t ).

2  Louis: Can you play the violin?

 Ella: No, I ( can / can’t ).

3  Mandy: Can your brother fix the computer?

 Chloe: No, he ( can / can’t ).

B  Look at the pictures. Complete the sentences.

1  Lucy: Can the boy talk?

 Ryan: 

2  Zoe: Can the koala climb trees?

 Sam: 

3  Harper: Can the bear fly?

 Carter: 

Learning target   using ‘can’ to ask and answer questions about what people and animals are able to do

Yes, I can.

Can you drive?

Unit

Comparatives and 
superlatives (3)

14

38

Learning target    using different forms of comparatives and superlatives to compare   

people or things

Daniel is the best runner in his class. He’s 
faster than all his classmates.

A  Complete the sentences with the correct comparatives or superlatives.

              bad big expensive good healthy popular naughty short

 The school hall is  our classroom.

  Alice is  girl in her class. She always plays tricks 
on others.

  Jolly Toy Shop is always full of customers. It is  
shop in the shopping centre.

 Kelly is 126 cm tall. Helen is 123 cm tall.

 Helen is  Kelly.

 Team A scored 15 points in the game. Team B scored 21 points.

 Team A’s result is  Team B’s result.

 Uncle Jay always exercises. Uncle Terry never exercises.

 Uncle Jay is  Uncle Terry.

 Anna got 92 marks in the English test. Ethan got 89 marks.

 Anna’s result is  Ethan’s result.

 The scarf costs $90. The hat costs $85.

 The scarf is  the hat.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Video

Unit

Present perfect tense (2)9

26

Learning target   using the present perfect tense to link past events to the present

A  Fill in the blanks with the past participle of the verbs.

1  be   2  do  

3  draw   4  drink  

5  eat   6  fall  

7  feel   8  find  

9  hit   10  keep  

11  take   12  throw  

B  Circle the correct words in the brackets.

1  I ( have had / have not had ) breakfast. I am hungry.

2  Uncle Tam ( has bought / has not bought ) me a robot. I like it a lot.

3   The police ( have caught / have not caught ) the thief. They are asking for citizens’ 
help for more information about him.

4  Billy ( has eaten / has not eaten ) too much ice cream. He has a stomach ache now.

C  Put the words in the correct order.

1   not    Larry    .    this    been    country    before    to    has 

 

2   and    swum    .    have    in    I    not    sea    My    the    before    sister 

 

Adam, you haven’t told me about 
your exam results. How did you do 
in the exam this time?

Unit

either … or, neither … nor6

16

Learning target    using ‘either … or’ to show choices or express alternatives; using 

‘neither … nor’ to show two things that are not true or possible

A  Complete the conversations using ‘either … or’ and the words in the brackets.

1  Jim: What are you going to do this afternoon? (play badminton / play football)

 Ken: I’m going to play  badminton  football.

2  Carrie: What are you going to buy for Dad’s birthday? (a shirt / a book)

 Nick: I’m going to buy him .

3  Neil: Who told Howard the news? (Rex / Justin)

 Mary: I think  told him the news.

4  Karen: What does Sharon want to be when she grows up? (a teacher / an artist)

 Alan: 

B  Complete the conversations using ‘neither … nor’ and the words in the brackets.

1  Sam: Who will design the poster for us? (Luke / Linda)

 Fion:  will design the poster for us.

2  Daisy: Which vegetable do you like? (carrots / peas)

 Fred: I like .

3  Paul:  Do you know where my watch is? (on your desk / in your drawer)

 Joey: Your watch .

4  Bob: Which club will you join? (the Cooking Club / the Hiking Club)

 Lucy: I will .

Video

You can have either coffee or tea.
I want neither coffee nor tea. 
I want apple juice.

50 51

E  Complete the conversation using the correct question words. (10 marks)

Isaac: Hi, Lily. 1   are you going?

Lily: I’m going to the shopping centre. I need to go to the gift shop.
Isaac: I see. 2   do you want to buy?

Lily: I want to buy a birthday card for Emma.
Isaac: Oh, 3   is Emma’s birthday?

Lily: It’s on the fifteenth of June.

Isaac: I see. Are you going to buy her a birthday present too?
Lily: Yes, I’m going to, but I can’t decide what to buy. 4   do 

you think is better, a new pencil case or a box of coloured pencils?

Isaac: Hmm … I think a box of coloured pencils is a better choice.
Lily: 5   is it?

Isaac: Because Emma got a new pencil case from her parents last month. She got 
full marks in the English test. I don’t think she needs a new one now.

F   Look at the pictures. Complete the conversation using ‘by’ and the correct reflexive 
pronouns and the words in the box. (16 marks)

bar bowl bunch carton jar loaf packet tin

G  Complete the conversation. (34 marks)

Harper: Grandma, can I ask you some questions? I’m working on my project 
about life in old Hong Kong.

Grandma: Sure, Harper.

Harper: 1   did you first come to Hong Kong?

Grandma: I came to Hong Kong 70 years ago. I came here by myself. 

 2   was with me.

Harper: 3   did you get to know Grandpa?

Grandma: We were neighbours. We lived in 4   building.

Harper: I see. 5   did you and Grandpa open the bakery?

Grandma: We opened our bakery in 1955. We ran it by 6  . 

 We didn’t have enough money. We couldn’t hire 7   
to help us.

Harper: Oh no! Life must be very hard for you and Grandpa.

Grandma: Yes, it was difficult. Your grandpa and I were very busy at the bakery, 
so your father and uncles had to be very independent. When your 

 father was eight years old, he 8   cook dinner for 

 the whole family by 9  .

Harper: Wow! I could only make a simple sandwich by 10   

 when I was eight. 11   there any microwave ovens 
at your home at that time?

Grandma: No, there weren’t. There weren’t any air-conditioners 

 12  . It was very hot in the kitchen. Luckily, things 
got better and we moved to a better place a few years later.

Harper: I see. What do you think is 13   (good) thing about 
old Hong Kong?

Grandma: I think it’s the people. They were 14   (helpful) than 
the people I meet nowadays.

Harper: Thank you, Grandma. I think I have enough information for  
the project.

Grandma: That’s great. Let’s take a break and have some snacks.  

 15   would you like, an ice cream or a pudding?

Harper: Grandma, 16   ice cream and pudding aren’t  
good for your health. Let’s have some apples. They are 

 17   (good) than ice cream and pudding.

Dad: Boys, I’m not feeling well today. I’m afraid I can’t do the shopping 

 1  . Could you two help me buy something from 

the supermarket?

Daniel: No problem, Dad. Alex and I can go to the supermarket 

 2  .

Alex: That’s right, Dad. What do we need to buy?

Dad: We need a 3   of bananas, two 

 4   of bread, two 5   of 

 jam and three 6   of milk.

Daniel: OK! Anything else?

Dad: I think that’s all we need. Do you want  

some chocolate? You may buy a 

 7   of chocolate.  

Don’t forget to bring the shopping bags  

8  .

Daniel: Sure.

24 25
24 25

Caesar salad 
 $28.50

green salad 
 $23.70

sweet corn soup 
 $15.20
mushroom soup 
 $17.80
tomato soup 
 $16.60

ham and cheese 
 $31.10
tuna 
 $32.30
egg 
 $30.90

hot tea 
 $9.80
iced tea 
 $12.80
juice 
 $13.40

G  Read the menu. Complete the conversations. (36 marks)

Emily: How often do you watch TV, Henry?

Henry: I 1   watch TV. I like watching cartoons. My favourite 

cartoon character is Kathy Cat.

Emily: I like Kathy Cat too. Kathy Cat likes playing football. Do you play  

football too?

Henry: I 2   play football with my cousins.

Emily: I see. What other sports do you like? Do you like playing badminton?

Henry: Yes, I do. I 3   play badminton with my classmates.

Emily: Do you like drawing? How often do you draw?

Henry: I 4   draw. I like drawing cute animals.

Emily: Do you like music? Can you play the piano?

Henry: No, I can’t. I 5   play the piano.

 Cashier: Hello! What a   you like?

 Tom: b   some salad.

 Cashier: c   would you like, Caesar salad or  

green salad?

 Tom: d   green salad, please. 

 Cashier: Hello! What a  ?

 Mimi: b   some soup.

 Cashier: c  , 

sweet corn soup, mushroom soup or tomato soup?

 Mimi: d   sweet corn soup, please. 

  e   is it?

 Cashier: It’s f  .

 Cashier: Hello! a  

 Leo: b   a sandwich.

 Cashier: c  , a ham and cheese sandwich, a tuna 

sandwich or an egg sandwich?

 Leo: d  , please. 

  I don’t like fish or cheese. e   is it?

 Cashier: It’s f  .

 Leo: I’d like a bottle of apple juice too. g   is it?

 Cashier: It’s h  .

1

2

3

F  Look at the bar chart. Fill in the blanks. (10 marks)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A
ct

iv
it

ie
s

Number of times per week

Test

Final Test

P1

P4

P2

P5

P3

P6

12

13

Units 10 & 15

Singular and plural nouns

• Some nouns have different forms in their plurals.

 e.g. foot ➞ foots (✗)

  foot ➞ feet (✓)

• Some nouns are always plural.

 e.g. I wear glass.  (✗)

  I wear glasses.  (✓)

  I like her trouser. (✗)

  I like her trousers. (✓)

Unit 12   There is / There are

• We do not say ‘there has’ or ‘there have’.

 e.g. There has a pencil case on her desk. (✗)

  There is a pencil case on her desk. (✓)

  She has a pencil case on her desk. (✓)

  There have a lot of books in the library. (✗)

  There are a lot of books in the library. (✓)

  We have a lot of books in the library. (✓)

Unit 1   Capital letters and punctuation

• When we add ‘my’, ‘your’, ‘his’, ‘her’, ‘our’ and ‘their’ to 

‘Mum’, ‘Dad’, ‘Grandpa’, ‘Grandma’, ‘Uncle’ and ‘Aunt’,  

they become common nouns. They do not begin with  

capital letters.

 e.g. I love Mum. (✓)

  I love my Mum. (✗)

  I love my mum. (✓)

• We use ‘and’ for the last two items in a list. We do not use a 

comma (,).

 e.g.  I have an apple, an orange, a pear in my basket.   (✗)

   I have an apple, an orange and a pear in my  

basket.   (✓)

  Jack, Tony, Grace and Joe are my friends.   (✓)

Unit 8   Instructions

• We do not use a subject before the verb in an imperative.

 e.g. You close the door, please. (✗)

  Close the door, please. (✓)

  You don’t sleep in class. (✗)

  Don’t sleep in class. (✓)
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